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Women’s Electoral Lobby NSW – Annual Report – 2015
Last year was a year of review for WEL. This year was a year of renewal. We have new
members and supporters, a new digital platform, revised and updated governance
arrangements, structure and processes to support our campaign, outreach, research
and lobbying work.
RENEWAL
We relocated to new premises in Victoria Street, Newtown shared with the Older
Women’s Network (OWN NSW). OWN NSW leases these premises from the City of
Sydney. We have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with OWN NSW with
defined relative roles and responsibilities and processes for the use of facilities and cost
sharing arrangements.
WEL NSW has employed two Coordinators to support this renewal: a Policy and
Campaign Coordinator and a Membership and Fundraising Coordinator. To read more
about our Coordinators visit: www.wel.org/the_team
A Transition Implementation Group was established to drive the renewal within
timeframes and a budget using the WEL NSW Planning Final Report produced by Alt
Beatty and Rowe Consulting in November 2014 and endorsed by Executive. Executive
Member Sandy Killick has led this Group. Its focus has been identifying ways to engage
members and grow membership and volunteer support, as well as build the policy and
advocacy capacity of our members. The selection of Nation Builder as WEL’s new
digital platform was a key enabler in realising these goals. A fundraising strategy, in
broad terms, has been developed, and will put in place over the coming weeks and in
the New Year.
A Planning Day with the theme Putting Women in the Frame: Building a Gender
Equitable Australia was held on 4 June 2015. Facilitated by Sandy Killick and our
Policy and Campaign Coordinator, it dealt with key elements required for a 21st Century
organisation including: roles and responsibilities of Executive; its composition, key
principles of good governance, decision-making processes and communication
protocols. The work plan for the rest of the year was agreed with a program of action.
Governance documents have been produced with a draft communications policy and
protocols produced and near finalisation.
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A key recommendation of the 2014 review
was the creation of an up-to-date,
authoritative digital platform. Rachael
Lord, in her role as Membership and
Fundraising Coordinator reviewed a
number of products on the market and
recommended the installation of Nation
Builder. In terms of functionality, price
point, ease of use, it was deemed the
most suitable for WEL’s needs. It includes
a donor, membership and event
management system. WEL has a new
website on this platform as well as the
capacity to track social media interactions
and manage member information.
We pay tribute to the work of Rachael
Lord in establishing this important cornerstone of our renewal. Amanda Keeling will take
WEL into the second stage of our renewal to expand ad support our active membership
base. Amanda will work with a Volunteer Coordinator who will welcome, orient and
connect new volunteers to key roles.
WEL’s lobbying work has been undertaken concurrently with the management and
oversight by Executive of transition activities and support and guidance for Coordinators
undertaken on behalf of Executive by Sandy Killick.
POLICY AND CAMPAIGNING
In previous years, we have reported on the work of WEL’s Policy Issue Groups. In the
spirit of renewal, these groups have been reformed and renamed Action Groups to reflect
the work of these groups in addition to policy development.
At the June Planning Day, it was agreed that the following Action Groups best represented
our priorities: Violence against Women; Affordable Housing; Reproductive Rights; and Pay
Equity. The work of the NSW State Election Action Group concluded with its post-election
forum in May, and a Federal Election Action Group will be created in the coming weeks.
These Action Groups approach their mandate from both a NSW and national perspective
where appropriate. The Pay Equity Action Group is a national campaign managed by WEL
Australia’s National Coordinating Committee.
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NSW State Election Action Group
The main priorities WEL campaigned on for the March election were restoring women’s
refuges, protecting Women’s Health Centres, creating social and affordable housing for
women, and defending women’s reproductive health rights.

A How to Vote card was created
and distributed on polling day to
inform voters how the party
policies on major issues affecting
women rated against WEL’s
position on these priority issues.
The NSW Post-Election Forum,
held on 13 May at our Newtown
premises, was designed as a
conversation on pressing issues
faced by women in NSW beyond
the election. This Forum was an
opportunity to ask questions about
what the next four years mean for
women's
services,
violence
against women and reproductive
rights under the Liberal State
Government. The panel included
Roxanne McMurray (Save Our
Women’s Services), Jenna Price
(Destroy the Joint), and Charity
Danquah (WEL NSW Executive
Member) and was chaired by
Gabe Kavanagh (WEL NSW
Executive Member).
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Violence against Women Action Group
The national policy focus has been on violence against women this year. The work of WEL
has been on a number of fronts.
WEL has continued to work with Save Our Women’s Services (SOS) to identify gaps in
women’s refuge services created by the Going Home Staying Home reforms of 2014
which resulted in large lead agencies winning tenders for specialist homelessness services
and absorbing women’s refuges or seeing them forced to close or surrender their buildings
to new providers.
These gaps have been communicated to the Minister for Family and Community Services
to maintain pressure on the NSW Government to monitor lead agencies in the quality of
their delivery of services for women and children fleeing domestic violence.

WEL has supported the convening of a Coalition for Women’s Refuges and is involved
in its activities as well as facilitating its use of our Newtown premises as a meeting space.
The major campaign for WEL in 2015 is the development of a national proposal for a
Women’s Refuge and Housing Program (WRAHP). The proposal was developed in
consultation with workers from the sector, SOS, Coalition for Women’s Refuges, and key
feminists lobbying for improved domestic violence services into the future in the context of
the National Plan to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children and state
and territory government policies and programs.
Convened by Helen L’Orange, the WRAHP campaign is aimed at national and state
governments through the Council on Australian Governments. It has secured the support
of a range of community and women’s organisations. Extensive lobbying has been
undertaken to key decision makers in government and the community sector across
Australia and remains ongoing.
For information on the proposal and its supporters, see the Violence against Women
campaign page on WEL’s re-launched website:
www.wel.org.au/violence_against_women
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WEL has also made two
submissions on violence against
women responding to NSW
Government proposals on a
Domestic Violence Disclosure
Scheme
and
Review
of
Sentencing
Patterns
for
Domestic
Violence.
These
submissions can be viewed at:
www.wel.org.au/publications
WEL made representations to
the following politicians and their
staff on violence against women:
Minister Goward’s Office (Office
for Women staff); Minister
Skinner (Minister for Health);
Jodie Harrison (Shadow Minister
for Women) and Jody McKay,
Shadow Minister for Justice,
Roads, Ports and Freight).
Housing and Affordability Action Group
The group worked on the WEL Women and Housing Policy prior to the State Election. This
policy, in addition to supporting specialist feminist designed services, including refuges, for
women leaving their homes due to domestic violence also asked for commitment to: the
design and funding of options for the growing number of older women in rental
accommodation; advocacy by the state government for an increase in Commonwealth
Rent Assistance; affordable housing availability in close proximity to concentrations of
employment opportunity for women and the strengthening of social housing by adding to
the stock to provide diverse options for women in a range of circumstances.
WEL has written to the NSW Government to voice our concerns about the Residential
Tenancies Housing Legislation Amendment Bill (Public Housing- Anti-Social Behaviour)
Bill, 2015 and made a detailed submission to the NSW Upper House Inquiry into Elder
Abuse, prepared jointly with OWN NSW.
These publications can be viewed at: www.wel.org.au/affordable_housing
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This joint submission from WEL and OWN to
the NSW Legislative Council Inquiry into Elder
Abuse incorporated and built on our research,
activism and advocacy work over the past four
decades. In addition, we organised a
consultation on 22 October 2015, bringing
together our networks and community and
expert advocacy groups, with on direct
knowledge and experience
The discussions conducted by WEL and OWN
with organisations and individuals with an
understanding of elder abuse in NSW in
October and November 2015 contributed to our
understanding of the issues being investigated
by the Inquiry and informed by our submission.

Reproductive Rights Action Group
Members of the Reproductive Rights Action Group have maintained a watching brief to
ensure that, should a new bill to restrict abortion or another version of Zoe’s Law be
introduced, it will be ready to partner with relevant organisations to mount campaigns in
opposition to proposed laws.

WEL made representations to the following politicians and their staff on reproductive
health rights: Mehreen Faruqi MLC and Penny Sharpe MLC.
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SUBMISSIONS
The listed submissions were made to parliamentary inquiries, government discussion
papers, and proposed legislative amendments or draft bills:
1. NSW Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme – Discussion Paper
2. Review of Sentencing Patterns for Domestic Violence
3. WELA on Tax White Paper
4. Residential Tenancies Housing Legislation Amendment Bill (Public Housing- AntiSocial Behaviour) Bill, 2015
5. NSW Upper House Inquiry into Elder Abuse with OWN, NSW
Submissions were prepared by the Policy and Campaign Coordinator in consultation with
or led by Executive members with background and reference material supplied by expert
organisations or sourced from relevant journals and reports.
DELEGATIONS and DEPUTATIONS
These were organised and coordinated by Prue Mooney in her role as Policy and
Campaign Coordinator. A standard process was adopted for meetings with Ministers,
Shadows and MPs which involved agreement on purpose or objective for the meeting; an
invitation from the Policy and Campaign Coordinator to Executive members or members of
Action Groups who were available and wished to attend; development of an agenda on
key issues accompanied by relevant background material; meeting to discuss tactics and
approach, if required and meeting 30 minutes before deputation.
The following meetings with our politicians occurred in 2015.
1. Premier’s and Cabinet Office – Staff – February.
2. Gabrielle Upton, Minister for family and Community Services – March.
3. Linda Burney, Deputy Opposition Leader and Sophie Cotsis, Shadow Minister for
Women in teleconference with Verity Firth, ALP Candidate for Balmain – March.
4. Jody McKay – Shadow Minister for Justice, Roads, Ports and Freight – July.
5. Minister Goward’s Office – Staff – July.
6. Minister Hazzard’s Office – Staff with SOS - August.
7. Jillian Skinner, Minister for Health – August.
8. Jodie Harrison, Shadow Minister for Women – August.
9. Dr Mehreen Farhuqi MLC – October.
10. Penny Sharpe MLC – November.
WEL also worked closely with a number of women’s organisations at the state and national
level and maintained WEL Australia membership through participation in the Equality
Rights Alliance with National Coordinating Committee Chair, Melanie Fernandez as
WELA’s representative.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
IWD March – 14th March. A contingent of WEL women marched with supporters carrying
placards naming the women who had died up to that point in the year at the hands of
violent partners. This gesture was linked to the women’s refuges campaign and action to
end violence against women.

STUDENT PLACEMENT
Joining WEL for a period of three months was Sophia Anagnostaras-Adams, who
undertook her UTS Social Inquiry Placement with us, supervised by our Policy and
Campaign Coordinator. Sophia developed a thoroughly well developed project on Sexual
Harassment Policy Research and Development in Australian Universities, which will be of
great use in our 2016 campaigns on women’s safety on campus.
PEOPLE
Early in the year our elected Convenor, Ashleigh Lustica resigned from the position to take
up a position on women’s development in the Solomon Islands. We extend our thanks to
her for her efforts on behalf of the organisation. Charity Danquah took on this role for four
month before handing over to Jozefa Sobski. My thanks to both Ashleigh and Charity for
steering the Executive during the first half of 2015.
The work of our Coordinators has been critical to our advocacy and lobbying work. Prue
Mooney and Rachael Lord stepped into an environment where WEL was in transition with
a long list of tasks to undertake to lay foundations for its future.
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Cultural and organisational change is challenging for staffed and well-resourced
organisations. It is a greater challenge for organisations dependent on the good-will,
generosity, skills and networks of volunteers. I thank all members of Executive for their
efforts on our behalf, in particular, Sandy Killick, Helen L’Orange and Mary O’Sullivan.
Our Coordinators have made a very valuable contribution this year to our work. Their
efforts and insights into modern activist organisations and their mode of operation have
helped us to embrace needed changes in the way we work. They have been supported by
WEL Executive Members Charity Danquah and Kate O’Brien who have juggled work and
other life commitments to participate in VAW Action Group and contribute to the renewal
through active participation and representational work.
Anne Barber has continued in her role as Treasurer despite many other pressures. She is
a fearless advocate who has contributed selflessly to the organisation for many years. Her
efforts with those of Lorraine Slade maintain the organisation’s integrity as well as
supporting its core lobbying work and good governance.
2016
WEL is aiming in its renewal to become an effective, inclusive, feminist lobby group:
speaking for women; opening new areas for policy debate; focusing on the big picture as
well as specific issues; basing advocacy and practical options for action on accurate
information and analysis, consultation with expert groups and researchers and using the
full repertoire of lobbying skills offered by modern media. It will continue to partner with
other women’s organisations as well as work with them on campaigns which advance
women’s equality.
WEL relies on the support of its members. Financial, in-kind and practical support is
essential to its effectiveness. Please consider increasing your support to enable us to
thrive into the future.
Jozefa Sobski
Convenor, WEL NSW
November, 2015
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